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Monolayer Compression Induces Fluidization in 
Binary System of Partially Fluorinated Alcohol 
(F4H11OH) with DPPC
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1  INTRODUCTION
A partially fluorinated amphiphile possesses a perfluoro-

alkyl chain（F-chain）, hydrocarbon chain（H-chain）, and 
hydrophilic headgroup. Incorporation of an F-chain into 
typical H-chain amphiphiles is expected to endow the re-
sulting amphiphile with the specific characteristics of the 
F-chain. The attributes of F-chains include a combination 
of high gas-dissolving capacity, chemical and biological in-
ertness, low surface tension, and high fluidity1, 2）. Thus, 
partially fluorinated amphiphiles have been of great inter-
est and have resulted in numerous studies involving their 
potential medical applications, particularly with regard to 
diagnosis and therapy2－4）. Highly fluorinated compounds 
have a tendency to accumulate in the environment and in 
the human body5－8）. A detailed description of the interfa-
cial behavior and interaction of perfluorocarboxylic acid 
with dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine（DPPC）, which is a 
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major component in pulmonary surfactants, can be found 
in a previously published review article9）. Perfluorooctyl 
bromide（PFOB, nF＝8）has been investigated for its poten-
tial use in oxygen delivery and has exhibited short organ 
retention times10, 11）. The amphiphiles with short F-chains
（nF ≤ 8）appear acceptable for use in the clinical field. 
Indeed, partially fluorinated alcohols of CF3（CF2）7（CH2）m 

OH（m＝5 and 11）have been evaluated and found to be ad-
vantageous for improving the effectiveness of pulmonary 
surfactants12）. Moreover, the interfacial properties of 
similar alcohols have been reported previously13）. However, 
there are very few reports on the mechanisms of interac-
tion between partially fluorinated compounds and biomem-
brane components8, 14）. In particular, there are fewer 
reports on the biophysical interplay incorporated by the 
shorter F-chains（nF ≤ 6）.

The incorporation of F-chains（nF ≤ 6）are expected to 
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been investigated at the air-water interface. The binary monolayer has been systematically examined from 
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calculated from surface pressure (p )−molecular area (A) isotherms, and the results indicate that the 
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fraction (XF4H11OH) is 0.3. Results from a two-dimensional phase diagram (p  vs. XF4H11OH) are consistent with 
these findings and depict the degree of miscibility resulting from the variation in the transition and collapse 
pressures relative to the concentration of XF4H11OH. The miscibility is also supported by in situ Brewster angle 
microscopy and fluorescence microscopy, as well as ex situ atomic force microscopy for the system after 
transfer onto a mica substrate. Aside from temperature, a known driving force for the fluidization of DPPC 
monolayers is a change in surface composition caused by the addition of additive molecules. In the present 
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result in a reduction of the organ retention period relative 
to similar compounds with longer F-chains. In addition, the 
partially fluorinated amphiphiles（nF ≤ 6）show irregular and 
unexpected physicochemical properties15）. For example, 
the melting point of the partially fluorinated alcohols（nF ≤ 
6）is lower than the corresponding hydrogenated and per-
fluorinated alcohols. Partially fluorinated compounds have 
a CH2－CF2 linkage, which results in a repulsive interac-
tions of the dipoles16－18）. In addition, F-chains execute a 
corn-swing motion at the fulcrum in the linkage. Both the 
repulsive interaction and the motion at the linkage are 
considered to introduce the unique properties of partially 
fluorinated amphiphiles.

Herein, the authors employ two-dimensional（2-D）mono-
layers at the air-water interface in order to provide a model 
for biomembranes and specifically to model the gas ex-
change surface of the pulmonary alveoli. The 2-D lipid 
monolayer technique provides a better understanding of 
the miscibility, interactions, and phase behavior occurring 
in binary mixtures containing biomembrane components 
and synthetic amphiphiles19－22）. In the present study, we 
utilize（perfluorobutyl）undecanol（F4H11OH）as the partial-
ly fluorinated amphiphile. The interfacial interaction of 
F4H11OH with DPPC in the monolayer state has been 
evaluated by surface pressure（p）-molecular area（A）and 
surface potential（ΔV）-A isotherms on 0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 
K. The excess Gibbs free energy of binary mixing and an 
interaction parameter for the binary monolayer are ob-
tained from the isotherm data. In addition, the variation in 
phase morphology for the monolayer upon lateral compres-
sion is examined through in situ Brewster angle microsco-
py（BAM）and fluorescence microscopy（FM）. Furthermore, 
topological observations were made using atomic force mi-
croscopy（AFM）of Langmuir-Blodgett（LB）films transferred 
onto a mica substrate.

2  EXPERIMENTAL
2.1  Materials
（Perfluorobutyl）undecanol（F4H11OH）was synthesized 

via the procedure reported previously15）. l-α-dipalmitoyl-
phosphatidylcholine（DPPC; purity＞99％）and the fluores-
cent probe 1-palmitoyl-2-［6-［（7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-
4-yl）amino］hexanoyl］-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
（NBD-PC）were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids（Alabas-
ter, AL）. These lipids were used without further purifica-
tion. Chloroform（99.7％）and methanol（99.8％）were used 
as spreading solvents and were obtained from Kanto 
Chemical Co., Inc（Tokyo, Japan）and nacalai tesque（Kyoto, 
Japan）, respectively. The chloroform/methanol（2/1, v/v）
mixtures were used as spreading solvents. Sodium chloride
（nacalai tesque）was roasted at 1023 K for 24 h to remove 
all surface active organic impurities. The subphase solution 

was prepared using thrice distilled water（surface tension
＝72.0 mN m－1 at 298.2 K; electrical resistivity＝18 MΩ 
cm）.

2.2  Methods
Surface pressure-area isotherms

The surface pressure（p）of monolayers was measured 
using an automated custom-made Wilhelmy balance. The 
surface pressure balance（Mettler Toledo, AG-245）had a 
resolution of 0.01 mN m－1. The pressure-measuring system 
was equipped with filter paper（Whatman 541, periphery＝
4 cm）. The trough was made from Teflon-coated brass
（area＝720 cm2）. Teflon barriers（both hydrophobic and li-
pophobic）were used in this study. Surface pressure（p）
-molecular area（A）isotherms were recorded at 298.2±0.1 
K. Stock solutions of DPPC（1.0 mM）, and F4H11OH（1.0 
mM）were prepared in chloroform/methanol（2/1, v/v）. The 
spreading solvents were allowed to evaporate for 15 min 
prior to compression. The monolayer was compressed at a 
speed of ～0.10 nm2 molecule－1min－1. The standard devia-
tions（SD）for molecular surface area and surface pressure 
were ～0.01 nm2 and ～0.1 mN m－1, respectively20, 23, 24）.

Surface potential-area isotherms
The surface potential（ΔV）and surface pressure were re-

corded simultaneously when the monolayer was com-
pressed and expanded at the air-water interface. The 
process was monitored using an ionizing 241Am electrode, 
which was placed at 1-2 mm above the interface, while a 
reference electrode was dipped in the subphase. The elec-
trometer（Keithley 614）was used to measure the surface 
potential. The SD for the surface potential was 5 mV25, 26）.

Brewster angle microscopy（BAM）
The monolayer was directly visualized by a Brewster 

angle microscope（KSV Optrel BAM 300, KSV Instruments 
Ltd., Finland）coupled to a commercially available film 
balance system（KSV Minitrough, KSV Instruments Ltd.）. 
Use of a 20 mW He-Ne laser emitting p-polarized light of 
632.8 nm wavelength and a 10×objective lens allowed a 
lateral resolution of ～2 μm. The angle of the incident 
beam to the air-water interface was fixed to the Brewster 
angle（53.1°）at 298.2 K. The reflected beam was recorded 
with a high grade charge-coupled device（CCD）camera
（EHDkamPro02, EHD Imaging GmbH, Germany）, and the 
BAM images were digitally saved on the computer hard 
disk24, 27, 28）.

Fluorescence microscopy（FM）
The film balance system（KSV Minitrough）was mounted 

onto the stage of an Olympus microscope BX51WI（Tokyo, 
Japan）equipped with a 100 W mercury lamp（USH-1030L）, 
an objective lens（SLMPlan50×, working distance＝15 
mm）, and a 3CCD camera with a camera control unit（IK-
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TU51CU, Toshiba, Japan）. A spreading solution of the co-
solubilized samples was prepared and doped with 1 mol％ 
of the fluorescence probe（NBD-PC）. Image processing and 
analysis were carried out using Adobe Photoshop Elements 
ver. 7.0（Adobe Systems Incorporated, CA）software. The 
total amount of ordered domains（dark contrast regions）
was evaluated and expressed as a percentage per frame by 
dividing the respective frame into dark and bright regions. 
The resolution was 0.1％ and the maximum SD was 8.9％. 
More details on FM measurements have been provided in a 
previous paper12）.

Atomic force microscopy（AFM）
Langmuir-Blodgett（LB）film preparations were carried 

out with the KSV Minitrough. Freshly cleaved mica（Oken-
shoji Co., Tokyo, Japan）was used as a supporting solid sub-
strate for film deposition（vertical dipping method）. At se-
lected surface pressures, a transfer velocity of 5 mm min－1 
was used for single-layer deposition. The film-forming ma-
terials were spread on 0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K. The transfer 
occurs so that the hydrophilic part of the monolayer is in 
contact with mica while the hydrophobic part is exposed to 
air. LB films with a deposition rate of ～1 were used in the 
experiments. The AFM experiments were performed in the 
air at room temperature. The AFM images were obtained 
using an SPA 400 instrument（Seiko Instruments Co., 
Chiba, Japan）at room temperature in the tapping mode. 
This provided both topographical and phase contrast 
images. Other details about AFM measurements have been 
mentioned previously23）.

3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1  p -A and ΔV-A isotherms

F4H11OH monolayer stability at the air-water interface 
was checked by evaluating the temperature dependence of 
a phase transition pressure（p eq）from disordered to ordered 
states and an apparent molar quantity change on phase 
transition, too15）. The surface pressure（p）-molecular area
（A）and surface potential（ΔV）-A isotherms for the two-

component DPPC/F4H11OH systems on 0.15 M NaCl at 
298.2 K are shown in Fig. 1. In the present condition, 
F4H11OH, which has a melting point of 308.6 K15）, should 
be in the solid state. F4H11OH forms a typical disordered 
monolayer at 298.2 K（curve 7）. A collapse pressure（p c）of 
F4H11OH monolayers is ～44 mN m－1 at 0.24 nm2. The ex-
trapolated area of highly packed states on the p -A isotherm 
is ～0.40 nm2, which is based on the cross-sectional area of 
F-chains（～0.30 nm2）2）. DPPC monolayers（curve 1）have a 
liquid expanded（LE）/liquid condensed（LC）phase transi-
tion at ～11 mN m－1（dashed arrow）, which has been dis-
cussed previously23, 29－31）. The p -A isotherms shift to 
smaller areas with increasing the mole fraction of 

F4H11OH（XF4H11OH）. The p eq value increases as XF4H11OH in-
creases, which means there is a fluidizing effect for 
F4H11OH on DPPC monolayers24）. In the strict sense, the 
p eq value is kept almost constant in the region of 0 ≤ XF4H11OH 
≤ 0.3, although the increment in p eq is apparently observed 
in XF4H11OH＞0.3. This behavior is discussed in more detail 
in the latter section. The p c value apparently changes with 
respect to XF4H11OH, which suggests a miscibility between 
DPPC and F4H11OH in the monolayer state. The ΔV-A iso-
therms indicate completely different behavior between 
DPPC and F4H11OH monolayers. DPPC monolayers 
exhibit a positive increment in ΔV upon compression, 
whereas F4H11OH monolayers indicate a negative varia-
tion. As the monolayer orientation becomes more closely 
packed the values of ΔV increase by an order of magnitude. 
The negative ΔV value is strongly dependent on the termi-
nal group（CF3-）of F4H11OH and has been well-estab-
lished19, 24, 28）. The ΔV-A isotherms shift from positive to 
negative values for systems involving pure components as 
XF4H11OH increases. Similar variations for hydrocarbon-fluo-
rocarbon systems have been reported previously19, 20, 24）. 

Fig. 1　 The p -A and ΔV-A isotherms of the binary 
DPPC/F4H11OH monolayers on 0.15 M NaCl 
at 298.2 K.
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3.2  Compressibility modulus
A compressibility modulus（or dilatational elasticity 

modulus, Cs－1）is calculated from the p -A isotherm by the 
following equation:

Cs－1＝－A（ ∂p
∂A ）T

 （1）

The Cs－1－p  curve allows us to more readily determine the 
p eq values and to elucidate the phase state of monolayers. 
For example, the curve for DPPC（see Fig. 2, curve 1）
shows a more distinct kink（at ～11 mN m－1）than is seen in 
the p -A isotherms（indicated by the dashed arrow）, which 
corresponds to the transition. The kinks, which are indicat-
ed by dashed arrows, increase gradually with increasing  
XF4H11OH in Fig. 2. In addition, The Cs－1 values give informa-
tion on the monolayer packing upon compression. It is 
well-known that a high compressibility modulus（or low 
compressibility）is a sign of tight packing and large cohesive 
forces between components of monolayers. According to 
the Davies and Rideal classification32）, values between 12.5
＜Cs－1（in mN m－1）＜50 and 100＜Cs－1＜250 are evidence 
that the monolayer is in LE and LC states, respectively. Al-
though the classification is defined for typical lipid mono-
layers, a previous study has described its validity for mono-

layers of fluorinated amphiphiles15）. The maximum Cs－1 
value decreases from ～225（curve 1）to ～75 mN m－1

（curve 4）as XF4H11OH increases. This reduction supports the 
fluidization of DPPC monolayers by the F4H11OH addition.

3.3  Excess Gibbs free energy
The p -A isotherms for the binary DPPC/F4H11OH 

system（Fig. 1）can be also analyzed in terms of the excess 
Gibbs free energy of mixing（ ）. The  value is 
calculated from the following equation（Eq.（2））33）,

＝∫
p

0
（A12－X1A1－X2A2）dp  （2）

where Ai and Xi are the molecular area and mole fraction of 
component i, respectively, and A12 is the mean molecular 
area in the binary monolayer. For identical interactions 
between the two components, the value of  is zero, 
which means that they are ideally mixed in the monolay-
er34, 35）. A negative deviation from ideality indicates an at-
tractive interaction between the two components. The 
variations in  for the DPPC/F4H11OH monolayer 
against XF4H11OH at typical surface pressures are shown in 
Fig. 3. In the range 0＜XF4H11OH ≤ 0.7, the values are nearly 
negative at all surface pressures. In addition, they decrease 
with an increase in XF4H11OH. It is noted that the values at 

Fig. 2　 Compressibility modulus (or dilatational elastic-
ity modulus, Cs−1)  of the binary DPPC/
F4H11OH monolayers as a function of p  at typi-
cal molar fractions of F4H11OH (XF4H11OH) on 
0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K.

Fig. 3　 Excess Gibbs free energy of mixing ( ) of 
the binary DPPC/F4H11OH monolayers as a 
function of XF4H11OH at typical surface pressures 
on 0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K.
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XF4H11OH＝0.3 reach approximately －850 J mol－1 as a 
minimum at 45 mN m－1. This behavior suggests that the 
attractive force between hydrophobic chains of DPPC and 
F4H11OH increases upon compression and their affinity 
becomes largest at XF4H11OH＝0.3. On the other hand, at 
XF4H11OH＝0.9,  exhibits positive values, which means 
that there is the existence of a repulsive force or a steric 
hindrance between the two components. This may be 
because a small amount of DPPC acts as a dye for 
F4H11OH36－38）. Thus, the monolayer at XF4H11OH＝0.9 is 
considered to take a looser packing compared to an ideal 
mixing. Nevertheless, these results provide complementary 
evidence for the miscibility between them within a mono-
layer. 

3.4  Two-dimensional phase diagrams 
Figure 4 describes a two-dimensional（2-D）phase 

diagram for the binary system at 298.2 K, which is con-
structed by plotting the transition pressure（p eq）and col-
lapse pressure（p c）values against XF4H11OH. The p eq values 
are kept almost constant below XF4H11OH＝0.3. However, 
they change positively as XF4H11OH increases from XF4H11OH＝
0.3 to 0.7. In the high surface pressure region, the experi-
mental p c values vary against XF4H11OH. Accordingly, the two 
components are found to be miscible in the monolayer 
state. The coexistence phase boundary between the mono-
layer phase（2-D）and bulk phase（3-D）of the molecules 
spread on the surface can be theoretically simulated from 
the Joos equation39） under the assumption of a regular 
surface mixture,

1＝  x1
s exp｛（p c

m－p c
1）ω 1/kT｝exp｛ξ（xs

2）2｝ 

＋xs
2 exp｛（p c

m－p c
2）ω 2/kT｝exp｛ξ（x1

s）2｝ （3）

where x1
s and xs

2 denote the respective mole fractions in the 
two-component monolayer consisting of components 1 and 
2; p c

1 and p c
2 are the respective collapse pressures of com-

ponents 1 and 2 and p c
m is the collapse pressure of the 

binary monolayer at a given composition of  x1
s（or xs

2）; ω 1 
and ω 2 are the corresponding molecular areas at collapse; ξ  
is the interaction parameter; and kT is the product of the 
Boltzmann constant and the Kelvin temperature. The solid 
curve at higher surface pressures was obtained by adjust-
ing the interaction parameter in Eq.（3）to achieve the best 
fit for the experimental values of collapse pressures. As a 
result, the phase diagram for the binary system is a positive 
azeotropic type. It is noteworthy that the binary system 
exhibits negative interaction parameters and has two dif-
ferent interaction behavior in the two regions: ξ＝－1.57 
for 0＜XF4H11OH ≤ 0.4 and ξ＝－0.44 for 0.4 ≤ XF4H11OH ≤ 1. In 
particular, the monolayer for the latter is in almost the 
same as it would be in the ideal mixing state. 

The interaction energy（Δε）is given as follows:

Δε＝ξRT/z, （4）

where z is the number of nearest neighbors, equal to 6, in a 
close-packed monolayer and the interaction energy is Δε＝
ε12－（ε 11＋ε 22）/239）; ε ij denotes the potential energy of in-
teraction between components i and j. The calculated in-
teraction energies were －649 J mol－1（ξ＝－1.57）and －
182 J mol－1（ξ＝－0.44）. That is, the two components are 
miscible within a monolayer, since the interaction energies 
between them are smaller than 2RT（4958.7 J mol－1）. 

An interaction mode at low surface pressures is entirely 
different from that found at high surface pressures. In 0 ≤ 

Fig. 4　 Two-dimensional phase diagrams based on the 
variation of the transition pressure (p eq: open 
circle) and collapse pressure (p c: solid circle) on 
0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K as a function of XF4H11OH. 
The dashed lines were calculated according to 
Eq. (3) for ξ  = 0. The solid line at high surface 
pressures was obtained by curve fitting of exper-
imental collapse pressures to Eq. (3). M. indi-
cates a mixed monolayer formed by the lipids 
and F4H11OH species, whereas Bulk denotes a 
solid phase of the lipids and F4H11OH (‘‘bulk 
phase” may be called ‘‘solid phase”).
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XF4H11OH ≤ 0.3, the two components do not interact favor-
ably because of the almost constant p eq value, as seen 
against XF4H11OH. Considering the negative ξ  value, however, 
it is found that F4H11OH interacts strongly with DPPC 
monolayers at high surface pressures. On the other hand, 
the opposite behavior is observed in 0.3 ≤ XF4H11OH ≤ 1. In 
this case, the addition of F4H11OH induces the fluidization 
of DPPC monolayers at low surface pressures and exerts 
few interactive influences on them at high surface pres-
sures. This is not the general case in the situation where 
the interaction mode at low surface pressures is similar to 
that at high surface pressures for the binary systems of hy-
drocarbon/hydrocarbon40, 41） and hydrocarbon/perfluorocar-
bon（including partially fluorocarbone）19, 24, 28）. Judging from 
the fact that the DPPC/F8H11OH system applies to the 
first case28）, the phenomenon in the present study may 
occur because of the compact corn-swing motion of the 
perfluorobutyl moiety in F4H11OH at the fulcrum in the 
CH2－CF2 linkage. In comparison to the DPPC/F8H11OH 

system, the interaction parameter for the DPPC/F4H11OH 
system is considerably smaller in the DPPC-rich region28）. 
The addition of F8H11OH causes solidification of the DPPC 
monolayers, which is not observed for the F4H11OH 
system. That is, the difference in the hydrophobic chain 
length by 4 perfluorinated methylene groups produces the 
inverse effect on DPPC monolayers. This points to the pos-
sibility that low fluorination in a molecule may lead to 
unique and drastic changes in its physical and chemical 
properties.

3.5  In situ BAM observations
The phase behavior of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH 

monolayer upon lateral compression has been morphologi-
cally elucidated with Brewster angle microscopy（BAM）. 
Shown in Fig. 5 are the BAM images for the binary system 
at XF4H11OH＝0（DPPC）, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4. These BAM images 
indicate a coexistent state of disordered（dark contrast）
and ordered（bright contrast）phases. DPPC monolayers 

Fig. 5　 BAM images of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH monolayers for XF4H11OH = 0 (DPPC), 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 at 12, 15, 
20, and 25 mN m−1 on 0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K. The scale bar in the lower right represents 100 μm.
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below the transition pressure（p eq＝～11 mN m－1）produce 
a homogeneously dark image（data not shown）. With the 
monolayer compression above the pressure, LC domains are 
formed and then become larger in size and number. Finally, 
the image becomes optically bright above 25 mN m－1 12, 28）. It 
is widely accepted that a domain formation is controlled by 
the balance of line tension at the boundary between the 
disordered and ordered domains and long-range dipole-di-
pole interactions between the ordered domains. In the 
images at XF4H11OH＝0.1, the addition of F4H11OH induces 
an increment in ordered domain size. Furthermore, the 
domain shape changes to a round form. This means that 
the addition of a small amount of F4H11OH enhances the 
contribution of the line tension at the phase boundary. 
However, further addition induces a size reduction in 
ordered domains at XF4H11OH＝0.3 and 0.4. These phenome-
na correspond to the fluidizing effect on DPPC monolay-
ers24）. It is worthwhile that at XF4H11OH＝0.4, ordered 

domains dissolve into disordered domains with increasing 
surface pressures from 15 to 20 mN m－1. However, the 
specific behavior is not as easily observed from the BAM 
image due to the relatively low magnification and resolu-
tion of the apparatus. More detailed morphological obser-
vations are discussed in the next section.

3.6  In situ FM observations
Figure 6 shows the in situ FM images for the DPPC/

F4H11OH monolayer at the air-water interface. Bright and 
dark contrasts in the FM image respectively correspond to 
disordered and ordered phases as opposed to the corre-
sponding BAM image. In the FM observation, the binary 
monolayer contains a small amount of a fluorescent probe
（1 mol％ NBD-PC）. There is a possibility that the introduc-
tion of the probe may change the original phase behavior 
of the monolayer. However, similarity between the BAM
（Fig. 5）and FM（Fig. 6）images would indicate that this is 

Fig. 6　 FM images of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH monolayers for XF4H11OH = 0 (DPPC), 0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 at 12, 15, 20, 
and 25 mN m−1 on 0.15 M NaCl at 298.2 K. The monolayers contain 1 mol% of fluorescent probe (NBD-PC). 
The scale bar in the lower right represents 100 μm.
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not the case. Generally, FM observations generate a picture 
with higher resolution, magnification, and contrast com-
pared to BAM observations. As for the DPPC monolayer, 
the images exhibit LC domains that are coexistent with LE 
regions in a clear and sharp contrast. As XF4H11OH increases, 
the size and appearance of ordered domains vary similarly 
to the corresponding BAM image（Fig. 5）. It is noted that 
the dissolution phenomenon mentioned in the previous 
section is clearly seen at XF4H11OH＝0.4（15 mN m－1）. At the 
image, there are three kinds of domains; disordered 
domains, ordered domains, and domains（gray contrast）
that represent an intermediate state between disordered 
and ordered domains. The ordered domain is transformed 
through the intermediate state into disordered states by 
further compression to 20 mN m－1. Interestingly, the spe-
cific transfer occurs at a phase boundary between disor-
dered and ordered domains or an edge of the ordered 
domains. The same behavior is also observed at XF4H11OH＝
0.3（25 mN m－1）. This phenomenon clearly indicates a sur-
face-pressure-induced fluidizing effect of F4H11OH on 
DPPC monolayers. Although there are many papers on the 
fluidizing effect induced by surface compositions24, 30, 42, 43）, 
to our knowledge, a surface-pressure-induced fluidizing 
effect is reported here for the first time. In addition, the 
observed effect is consistent with the p eq behavior in the 
phase diagram（Fig. 4）; the onset of the increment in p eq is 
reflected in the surface-pressure-induced effect, which is 
also evident in BAM and FM observations. Apparently, the 
present system exerts not only a surface-pressure-induced 
effect（morphologically）but also a surface-composition-in-
duced effect（thermodynamically）. A percentage of the 
ordered domain per frame of FM images is plotted as a 
function of surface pressure in Fig. 7. In the range 0 ≤ 
XF4H11OH ≤ 0.2, the ordered domain ratio increases monoton-
ically and finally approaches ～95％ upon compression. 
Thus, it is found that the addition of a small-amount of 
F4H11OH（0 ≤ XF4H11OH ≤ 0.2）does not induce the fluidizing 
effect. This behavior agrees well with the results seen in 
Fig. 4. However, the percentage at XF4H11OH＝0.3 and 0.4 
does not reach the value. On the contrary, a sudden reduc-
tion in percentage during increasing surface pressures 
within ～5 mN m－1 is caused after 22（XF4H11OH＝0.3）and 14 
mN m－1（XF4H11OH＝0.4）. Considering the fact that the fluid-
izing effect induced by surface pressures is not observed 
for the binary DPPC/F8H5OH24） and DPPC/F8H11OH 
systems28）, it is speculated that the compact corn-swing 
motion of the perfluorobutyl moiety in F4H11OH at the 
fulcrum in the CH2－CF2 linkage disturbs the ordered 
domain at the phase boundary or from its edge upon com-
pression.

3.7  AFM topographical observation
The phase behavior of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH 

system has been visualized in situ at the air-water inter-

face with FM and BAM on the micrometer scale. Unfortu-
nately, such observations could not clarify the phase mor-
phology in the range 0.4＜XF4H11OH＜1 because of the 
limited optical resolution and magnification of the micro-
scopes. Higher XF4H11OH ranges are of significant value for 
elucidating the binary miscibility. Therefore, the morpholo-
gy of LB films transferred onto a mica at XF4H11OH＝0.5, 0.7, 
and 0.9 has been characterized by AFM（Fig. 8）. The AFM 
topographies for pure DPPC and F4H11OH monolayers at 
35 mN m－1 are optically homogeneous（data not shown）. 
The AFM images at XF4H11OH＝0.5 show many string-like 
fragments（bright contrast）composed almost completely of 
DPPC. The height difference between the fragment and 
the surrounding network（dark contrast）, which composed 
almost completely of F4H11OH, is observed to be ～0.5 nm 
irrespective of the increase in surface pressure from 20 to 
35 mN m－1. This means that F4H11OH reclines against the 
DPPC monolayers owing to the similarity of the hydropho-
bic chain lengths between them. Considering the surface-
pressure-induced fluidizing effect, the fragments are 
thought to be a product that is generated by the fluidizing 
effect of F4H11OH. On increasing XF4H11OH to 0.7 and 0.9, 
the AFM images exhibit homogeneous, flat topologies, 
which indicates the miscibility between DPPC and 
F4H11OH on the nanometer scale.

Fig. 7　 Surface-pressure dependence of the ratio of or-
dered domain (dark contrast) area in FM images 
of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH monolayers for 
XF4H11OH = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4.
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4  CONCLUSION
F4H11OH is miscible with DPPC in the monolayer state 

from both thermodynamic and morphological perspectives. 
The 2-D phase diagrams were constructed by plotting the 
surface pressure of phase transitions from disordered to 
ordered states and of monolayer collapsing against XF4H11OH. 
The binary monolayer exists as the positive azeotrope type 
in the p c region of the phase diagram. The interaction pa-
rameter and interaction energy were evaluated under the 
assumption of a regular surface mixture. In addition, the 
excess Gibbs free energy of mixing for the present system 
was calculated on the basis of the additivity rule. The 
energy indicates that F4H11OH interacts attractively with 
DPPC and the interaction mode is most stable at XF4H11OH＝

0.3. Morphological observations with BAM, FM, and AFM 
also support the monolayer miscibility for the system on 
the micro- and nanometer scales. Furthermore, these ob-
servations suggest the following conclusions: the fluidizing 
effect on DPPC monolayers is not observed on adding a 
small amount of F4H11OH（0 ≤ XF4H11OH ≤ 0.2）and but is 
only observed with the addition of a moderate amount（0.3 
≤ XF4H11OH ≤ 0.5）. Furthermore, it is noted that in the latter 
case, the fluidizing effect is induced by surface pressures 
and not by surface composition. The emergence of this 
specific effect is considered to be based on the balance 
between the lengths of H-chains and F-chains in a mole-
cule. This understanding of the surface-induced fluidizing 
effect on DPPC monolayers should be helpful for designing 

Fig. 8　 Typical AFM topographic images of the binary DPPC/F4H11OH systems for XF4H11OH = 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 at 20 
and 35 mN m−1. The scan area is 3.0 × 3.0 μm. The cross-sectional profiles along the scanning line (white line) 
are given just below the respective AFM images. The height difference between the arrows is indicated in the 
cross-sectional profile.
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an additive to pulmonary surfactants.
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